CHAPTER 25
Making Progress
A Real Individual With baby once past the six-month
mark,, we feel that his care will be a little easier; and in a way it
is. He is not such a fragile bit of humanity as he has been, and he
has built up a degree of resistance to adverse forces that makes
it possible for him to stand much more in the way of life's vicissi-
tudes "than when he was younger. Six months have done much
for him. From a helpless infant cognizant of nothing, impressed
only by immediate physical sensation and stimuli, with no abil-
ity to analyze, with no response but that of a cry, he has become
at last a real individual with some appreciation of life, his place
in it, and his relationship to other members of the family. His
sensations at six months are much keener than at six weeks. He
has sharply defined emotions of grief, joy, playfulness, petulance.
He has developed some power of judgment and diplomacy. In
fact, he has become a very wise little baby. If his training so
far has been correct, he has, no doubt, learned something of
the importance of discretion, and he very happily coincides with
mother's decree, realizing the futility of doing otherwise. He
has long since come to depend upon mother as a most wonderful
and delightful individual, who personifies to him all life's com-
forts and joys, yet one whose will at the same time is law, his
greatest happiness resting in conformity to that beneficent law.
Physical Development. Physically, he has doubled his birth
weight, holds up his head, sits up alone, and probably has a tooth.
As he jumps on mother's lap, he firmly braces his little feet and
with very little help will bear his weight upon them. He seems
to love the feel of pushing against the solid surface beneath him,
and, instead of kicking aimlessly into the air as he did in the
earlier weeks, he wants to kick and push against something. If
placed on a flat surface, he will by no means "stay put." No one
would dare to leave him alone on an ordinary bed, for he would
be off it and on the floor with a terrific bump in no time, much to
every one's consternation. On the floor he will roll over, hitch
along, and all but creep. He will now develop muscularly in his
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